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Abstract 
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for 
problem, 
The k-provability problem for an axiomatic system A is to determine, given an integer k 5 1 
and a formula rp in the language of A, whether or not there is a proof of (p in A cont~n~g at 
most k lines. In this paper we develop a unification-theoretic method for investigating the 
k-provability problem for Parikh systems, which are first-order axiomatic systems that contain a 
finite number of axiom schemata (including individual axioms) and a finite number of rules of 
inference. We show that the k-provability problem for a Parikh system reduces to a unification 
problem that is essentially the unification problem for second-order terms. By solving various 
subproblems of this unification problem (which is itself undecidable), we solve the k- 
probability problem for a variety of Parikh systems, including several formations of Peano 
arithmetic. Our method for investigating the k-provabiiity problem employs algorithms that 
compute and characterize unifiers. We give some examples of how these algorithms can be 
used to solve complexity problems other than the k-provability problem. 
1. Jntroduction 
The k-prouabiliby pro&n for an axiomatic system A is to determine, given an 
integer k 2 1 and a formula Q, in the language of A, whether or not there is a 
proof of cp in A containing at most k lines. The k-provability problem is one of 
the central problems of proof-complexity theory and is especially relevant to the 
Kreisel length-of-proof problem (see [9,X2,18,19]) and to questions concerning 
proof speed-up (see [3,X4,22]). The purpose of this paper is to investigate the 
k-provability problem for first-order axiomatic systems that contain a finite 
number of axiom schemata (including individual axioms) and a finite number of 
rules of inference. 
* This paper has been supported in part by the MITRE Corporation under the Mu-S~n~red 
Research Program. 
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We make the notion of a ‘first-order axiomatic system with a finite number of 
axiom schemata and rules of inference’ precise by defining (in Section 2) the 
notion of a ‘Parikh system’-which was originally introduced by Parikh [Nj. 
Parikh proved [18] that the k-provability problem is decidable for every Parikh 
system whose language contains any number of individual and predicate constants 
but no function constants other than possibly a single unary function constant. As 
a consequent of this theorem, any first-order theory that can be formulated as a 
Parikh system can be formulated as a Parikh system with a decidable k- 
provability problem (by using predicate constants in place of function constants). 
For example, Peano arithmetic can be formulated as a Parikh system PA*, where 
plus and times are represented by ternary predicate constants (but the successor 
function is represented, as usual, by a unary function constant). By Parikh’s 
theorem, the k-provability problem for PA* is decidable. This result caused a 
certain amount of consternation among logicians used to thinking about just 
provability rather than the complexity of proofs. 
We show in this paper that most of the usual first-order axiomatic systems 
(including Peano arithmetic) can be formulated as Parikh systems which have 
decidable k-provability problems if the underlying logic is formulated in a special 
way. (In fact, there are &vo fairly different ways of formulating first-order logic so 
that this result holds.) In contrast to Parikh’s theorem, our result requires no 
reformulation of nonlogical axioms. The k-provability problem for Peano 
arithmetic is still open when first-order logic and the Peano axioms are given their 
ordinary formulations. 
Most of the results in this paper are obtained using a method that involves the 
‘unification’ of terms and formulas which contain syntactic variables. Two logical 
expressions e, and e2 are said to be unifiable if there is a substitution o for the 
free variables of el and e2 such that elo and e2a are identical (we write 
substitution application on the right). Such a substitution is called a unifier of el 
and e2. The uni~ca~~~ problem for a set A of logical expressions is the problem 
of dete~ining, given two members e, and e2 of A, whether or not e, and e2 are 
unifiable. Unification problems arise in many areas of mathematics and computer 
science, especially in the area of automated theorem proving. Unification theory 
studies unification problems and other problems involving the computation and 
characterization of unifiers. (For an introduction to unification theory, see [ll 
or 211.) 
Implicit in the proof of Parikh’s theorem is a reduction of the k-provability 
problem for Parikh systems to a certain kind of unification problem. We develop 
a unification-theoretic method for investigating the k-provability problem that 
centers around a careful examination of Parikh’s reduction. We show that the 
k-provability problem for a Parikh system reduces to a uni~cation problem that is 
essentially the unification problem for second-order terms. (Second-order unifica- 
tion is involved (as opposed to first-order unification) because first-order 
axiomatic systems use axiom schemata and rules of inference containing 
second-order variables.) By solving various subproblems of this unification 
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problem, we are able to show that the k-provability problem is decidable for a 
variety of Parikh systems (see Section 5). 
Goldfarb showed [lo] that the unification problem for second-order terms is 
undecidable. Because Parikh’s reduction reduces the k-provability problem for a 
Parikh system to a problem which is very close to this problem, Parikh and others 
have suggested that the k-provability problem is likely to be undecidable for 
typical Parikh systems. Our results do not disprove this conjecture, but they do 
significantly narrow down the set of candidates for a Parikh system which has an 
undecidable k-provability problem. Moreover, using the construction in 
Goldfarb’s proof, we produce a simple (but not very typical) Parikh system with 
an undecidable k-provability problem (see Section 6). (Buss has recently shown 
[l] that the k-provability problem is undecidable for Gentzen’s sequent calculus. 
It seems quite likely that his proof can be translated to a standard axiomatic 
formulation of first-order logic.) 
Although we only consider Parikh systems in this paper, our method can be 
applied to other kinds of first-order formal systems such as natural deduction and 
tableau systems, as long as the number of axiom schemata and rules of inference 
is finite. We have chosen to work with Parikh systems imply because our method 
is more easily applied to Parikh systems than to other first-order formal systems. 
In [7] we apply our method to Gentzen-style sequent systems, proving that the 
k-provability problem is decidable for Gentzen’s sequent calculus without cut. 
(The k-provability problem for Gentzen’s sequent calculus is also considered in 
[I, 14,171.) 
Our unification-theoretic method for investigating the k-provability problem 
employs algorithms that compute and characterize unifiers. These algorithms can 
be used to investigate proof-complexity problems other than the k-provability 
problem. We discuss this in Section 7. Using such an algorithm we prove two 
speed-up theorems in the Appendix. 
In addition to this introductory section, there are six sections and an appendix in 
the body of the paper. Section 2 defines the notions of a schematic language and 
a Parikh system, which were originally introduced in [18]. Section 3 presents several 
ways of classifying Parikh systems and three schemes for formulating first-order 
logic. Universal instantiation is formulated differently in each of the schemes. 
In Section 4 we prove the k-Provability Reduction Theorem, which reduces 
k-provability to the unification of terms in a schematic language. Algorithms for 
computing and characterizing unifiers of terms in a schematic language are 
discussed in Section 5. The algorithms together with the k-Provability Reduction 
Theorem yield the decidability of the k-provability problem for a large variety of 
first-order axiomatic systems. 
We construct in Section 6 a first-order axiomatic system that has an unde- 
cidable k-provability problem, using Goldfarb’s proof of the undecidability of the 
unification problem for second-order terms [lo]. In the last section, Section 7, we 
summarize our results and give some final remarks. The Appendix contains 
proofs of two speed-up theorems stated in Section 3. 
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2. Schematic languages and Parikh systems 
In this paper we are concerned with first-order axiomatic systems that contain a 
finite number of axiom schemata (including individual axioms) and a finite 
number of rules of inference. We make this informal notion precise by 
introducing in this section first the notion of a ‘schematic language’ and then the 
notion of a ‘Parikh system’. Both of these notions are due to Parikh [18]. 
Informal axiom schemata and rules of inference employ special variables that 
range over certain syntactic objects, such as terms and formulas. A schematic 
language is a first-order language expanded to include these special syntactic 
variables. We shall define formal axiom schemata and rules of inference using 
formulas from a schematic language. 
The schematic language L is defined as follows. L contains a variety of symbols: 
(1) Constants: 
(a) a set LCL c (1, A , v , + , f,, 3, V} of Zogical constants; 
(b) a set I& of individual constants (denoted by a, b, etc.); 
(c) a set FCL of n-ary function constants with it 3 1 (f, g, etc.); and 
(d) a nonempty set PCL of n-ary predicate constants with n 5 1 (p, q, etc.). 
(2) Variables: 
(a) an infinite set IV of individual variables (x, y, etc.); 
(b) an infinite set MV of metavariables (X, Y, etc.); 
(c) for each n 2 0, an infinite set FV, of n-ary function variables 
(F, G, etc.); and 
(d) for each n 5 0, an infinite set PV, of n-ary predicate variables 
(p, Q, etc.). 
(3) Commas and parentheses. 
We call metavariables, function variables, and predicate variables schema 
variables. Schema variables will play the role of the special syntactic variables in 
informal axiom schemata and rules of inference. We make the following 
additional definitions: 
(I) FV=u,,,FV,; 
(2) PV = U”,, PV,; 
(3) SV=MVUFVUPV. 
L is monadic if each f E FCL is unary. 
The terms of L (L-terms) are constructed from individual constants, function 
constants, individual variables, metavariables, and function variables in the usual 
way. The atomic formulas of L are constructed from predicate constants and 
predicate variables by adjoining L-terms. The formulas of L (L-formulas) are 
constructed from atomic formulas of L in the usual way with the propositional 
connectives in LCt (prefix notation is used) and with the quantifiers in LCL 
applied to individual variables and metavariables. 
A schematic term is an L-term for some L. A schematic formula is defined 
similarly. Schematic terms and formulas are regular if they do not contain any 
schema variables. The regular terms and formulas of a schematic language form a 
first-order language. Schematic terms without metavariables are the same as 
second-order terms, and schematic formulas without metavariables are the same 
as second-order formulas without second-order quantification. To make expres- 
sions more readable, we shall suppress parentheses when meaning is not lost and 
sometimes use infix notation for propositional connectives. 
Regular schematic terms and formulas have the standard semantics for 
first-order terms and formulas, respectively. We shall not give a semantics to 
nonregular schematic terms and formulas, even though these expressions have a 
natural interpretation with respect to the usual semantics for first-order languages 
(see [5]). For us the purpose of nonregular schematic terms and formulas is to 
present sets of regular schematic terms and formulas, respectively, which have the 
same syntactic form. (This will be made clearer shortly.) Because we treat 
nonregular schematic terms and formulas in a purely syntactic way, function 
and predicate variables can be thought of as term and formula variables, 
respectively. 
Let PM = {wi, w,, w3, . . .} be an infinite set of symbols not contained in L 
called place markers. The language L* differs from L by having wl, w,, w,, . . . as 
additional symbols. L*-terms and L*-formulas are formed in the same way as 
L-terms and L-formulas with place markers treated like individual constants. An 
L*-term or L*-formula is regular if it contains no schema variables. The rank of 
an L*-term t or an L*-formula q is the largest n such that w, occurs in c or rp. 
(L-terms and L-formulas have rank 0.) For n 30, regular L*-terms and 
L*-formulas of rank n intuitively represent n-ary functions and n-ary predicates, 
respectively. 
L*-terms and L*-formulas (and hence L-terms and L-formulas) are denoted by 
r, s, t, etc. and q, r+4, x, 8, etc., respectively. Let e be an arbitrary expression. 
Expression e[t,, . . . , tn] denotes the result of simultaneously replacing each 
occurrence of wi in e with ti for all i with 1s i s n. SV(e) is the set of schema 
variables appearing in e. IC(e), IV(e), t e c. are defined similarly. #sym(e) and 
#lc(e) denote the number of symbols and the number of logical constants in e, 
respectively. 
A (schema) substitution in L is a function o with finite domain dam(a) G SV 
which maps metavariables to individual variables and metavariables; n-ary 
function variables with n 2 0 to L*-terms of rank sn; and n-ary predicate 
variables with n 2 0 to L*-formulas of rank Sn. The function (T applied to 
u E dam(a) is written as vo instead of o(u). We shall assume that Xa #X, 
Fa#F(w,, . . .) w,) and Po# P(wl, . . . , w,) for all substitutions o and all X, F, 
P E dam(a). A substitution o is displayed as {vi+ e,, . . . , u, + e,} where 
dam(a) = {vi,. . . , v,} and u maps vi to ei for each i with 1s i s m (m 2 0). 
Substitutions are denoted by ?c, a, t, etc. The empty substitution, denoted by E, 
is the substitution whose domain is the empty set. The range of a substitution o is 
denoted by ran(a). Let sub(L) be the set of substitutions in L. 
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Let u= {q+q, . . . , v,---f e,} be a substitution in L. The result tu of 
applying o to an L*-term t is defined inductively by: 
(1) IfteICLUIVUMVUPMbutt~{v,,...,v,}, thenta=t. 
(2) If t E MV and t = vi for some i with 16 i q m, then to = ei. 
(3) If t = d(t,, * . . , t,) where d E FC, UFV but d $ {et, . . . , v,}, then trr = 
d(t,o, * . . , t&J). 
(4) If t=F&, . . . ,tJ and F=vi for some i with lsiim, then to= 
ej[tlc7, . . . , t,a]. 
The result rpa of applying o to an L*-formula cp is defined inductively by: 
(1) If ‘p = d(t,, * 1 .,t,,), where dePC=UPV but d${vi ,... ,vm}, then 
($X7 = d(t,a, . . . , t,cr>. 
(2) If 9 = P(t1, . . ., t,) and P=q for some i with lsiim, then qo= 
ej[tlc7, . . . ) t,a]. 
(3) If Q, = l(p), then ~a = ~(q’a). 
(4) If cp = q l(pl,, (p2) where II is a binary propositional connective, then 
rpo = IJ(rp,o, rpZ@). 
(5) If ‘p = Qt.@ where Q E {V, 3) and v f IV U MV, then ~a = Q(vo)(@a). 
Notice that, for any o E sub(L), if e is an L-term or an L-formula, then so is 
eo. For any expression e, let eo be the expression obtained from e by applying o 
to each L*-term and L*-formula in e. The composition of substitutions o and z is 
the substitution denoted by or such that 
v(m) = (va)z 
for all v E SV. It is easy to show that parentheses are not needed when writing 
tot, cpaz and ~dcsr. 
Let LT E sub(L). For ‘7 c SV, (cf 1 “Y) is the substitution 
The function cr is said to be closed if SV(ran(a)) = 0. t E sub(L) is an instance of 
(I if there is a fl: E sub(L) such that r = UK Let inst(o) denote the set of instances 
of o. Every substitution in L has an instance which is closed (recall PC, and IV 
are nonempty). 
A regular L-term Z is an instance of L-term t if there is a substitution u in L 
such that P = ta. An instance of an L-formula is defined similarly. In this way 
L-terms and L-formulas are schemata for regular L-terms and regular L- 
formulas, respectively. 
We would l&e to formalize an axiom schema as a schematic formula and a rule 
of inference as a sequence of schematic formulas. Then the instances of an axiom 
schema, say, would be the instances of the schematic formula which formalizes 
the axiom schema. Unfortunately, some quite common axiom schemata and rules 
of inference cannot be formalized by schematic formulas alone. This is illustrated 
by the following example. 
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Example 2.1. Let L be a schematic language, and let r be the set of all 
L-formulas of the form 
where x E IV, q(x) is a regular L-formula and t is a regular L-term which is free 
for x in q(x). The members of r are called instantiation formulas, and the set of 
axioms of many first-order systems contain r as a subset. The restriction “t is free 
for x in q(x)” is necessary in order to assure that each member of r is valid. 
Since r is defined using this restriction on t, there is no schematic formula 111 
whose set of instances is exactly the set LY 
Example 2.1 shows that, in order to present a set of formulas such as r via a 
schematic formula, we need to employ ‘substitution restrictions’. As Parikh notes 
[18], the great majority of axiom schemata and rules of inference found in the 
literature use only substitution restrictions having one of the following forms (if 
they use substitution restrictions at all): 
(Pi) ‘t is free for w1 in cp’, 
(P2) ‘U is not free in q’, 
(P3) ‘U does not occur in t’, and 
(P4) ‘U does not occur in q’, 
where U E IV U MV, t is an L-term, and 47 is an L*-formula (for some schematic 
language L). 
Let a Purikh restriction in L be a statement of one of the above forms where t is 
an L-term and Q, is an L*-formula. A set R of Parikh restrictions in L is valid if, 
for each r E R, SV(r) = 0 and r is a true statement. A substitution u is said to 
satisfy R if Ro is valid, and R is satisfiable if there is a substitution in L which 
satisfies it. 
Proposition 2.2. It is decidable, given any finite set R of Purikh restrictions in L, 
whether or not R is satisfiable. Moreover, when R is satisfiable, we can effectively 
find a substitution in L which satisfies R. 
Proof. Let R be a finite set of Parikh restrictions. If SV(R) = 0, it is easy to 
decide whether or not R is valid. Suppose MV(R) = {X,, . . . , X,}. Let p E PCL 
and 9 U {y} be a set of n + 1 distinct individual variables not in IV(R). For each 
&,=(x1,..., x, ) E [9 u IV(R)]” define a, to be 
{Xi~xi:l~i~n}U{F~y:FEFV(R)}U{P~p(y,...,y):PEPV(R)}. 
R is satisfiable iff Ro, is valid for some (Y E [9 U IV(R)]“. Hence, it is decidable 
whether or not R is satisfiable, and if R is satisfiable, we can effectively find some 
a, which satisfies R, where (Y E [9 U IV(R)]“. 0 
Let L be a schematic language. A (formal) axiom schema in L is a pair (q, R), 
where 47 is an L-formula and R is a finite set of Parikh restrictions in L such that 
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SV(R) G SV((p). An instance of (rp, R) is a regular L-formula @ for which there is 
a substitution o in L such that I@ = cpa and Ra is valid. An axiom schema (rp, 0), 
where cp is regular, corresponds to an individual first-order axiom. (Hence axiom 
schemata can be used to formalize individual axioms of an axiomatic system.) 
For n 3 1, a (formal) n-ary rule of inference in L is a sequence 
tcp*, - * *, (P=, v, RI where 4p1, . . . , q,,, cp are L-formulas and R is a finite set of 
Parikh restrictions in L such that SV(R) G SV( ( ql, . . . , cp,,, cp)). An instance of 
((PI, * * * , (P,,, cp, R) is a sequence ( c&, . . . , Q,,, @ ) of regular L-formulas for 
which there is a substitution u in L such that @ = qlo, . . . , @, = cp,a, I$ = qm, 
and Ra is valid. 
Example 2.3. By a common convention, a regular L-formula has the form 
vx rp(x) --, 9?(a) 
only if &a) is obtained from v(x) by replacing each free occurrence of x in q(x) 
with the individual constant u. The axiom schema 
(VXP(X)-+ P(a), R) 
captures this convention where 
R = (‘X is not free in P(wr)‘, ‘X is free for w, in P(wJ}. 
Roughly speaking, the two Parikh restrictions say, respectively, that ‘each free 
occurrence of X in P(X) is designated’ and that ‘each designated occurrence of X 
in P(X) is free’. 
A Parikh system is a formal system consisting of: 
(1) a schematic language L, 
(2) a finite set of axiom schemata in L, and 
(3) a finite set of rules of inference in L. 
A Parikh system is said to be over its schematic language. 
Let P be a Parikh system over a schematic language L. A proof of a regular 
L-formula ‘p in P is a finite sequence of regular L-formulas which is defined 
inductively as follows: 
(1) If cp is an instance of some axiom schema of P, then (cp) is a proof of cp 
in P. 
(2) If (lit*, - * * P wmz cp) is an instance of some m-ary rule of inference of P 
and ( 6:, . . . , &,>, . . . , ( 07, . . . , OFm) are proofs of &, . . . , t&m in P, 
respectively, then 
is a proof of cp in P. 
(Notice that a proof in P has the form of a tree, although it is written as a 
sequence. ) 
The length of a proof II, written IILl, is the length of R: as a sequence. We say 
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that a regular L-formula (p is k-provable in a Parikh system P over L, written 
$9, if there is a proof of rp in P with length Sk. Then the k-prou~bili~ probZe~ 
for a Parikh system P over L is to determine, given k 3 1 and a regular L-formula 
9, whether or not $;cp. 
3. More Parikh systems 
As we shall see in Section 6, our method for investigating the k-provability 
problem is not applicable to all Parikh systems. We introduce in this section 
various ways of classifying Parikh systems. We also present three different ways 
of formulating first-order logic-two of which lead to Parikh systems with 
decidable k-provability problems. 
The degree of a schematic term or formula is the m~imum arity of the function 
and predicate variables in it. A schematic term or formula is monadic if it 
contains no nonunary function constants and is quasi-monadic if all the arguments 
of the function variables and predicate variables in it contain no function 
variables and no nonunary function constants, (Of course, if L is monadic, then 
every L-term and L-formula is monadic.) A schematic term is austere if it 
contains no function variables or if it has the form F(s,, . . . , s,), where n 3 0 and 
si contains no function variables for each i with 1~ i 6 n. A schematic formula q 
is austere if all the arguments of predicate variables in cp contain no function 
variables and if all the arguments of predicate constants in Q, are austere. 
Table 1 contains examples of schematic terms and formulas which illustrate the 
notions of austere and quasi-monadic. 
In accordance with general practice, we shall write an axiom schema (q, R) as 
q and a rule of inference (rpi, . . . , qn, tp, R) as 
when R = 0. Let ii2 be an axiom schema or rule of inference in L. The degree of 
Q, written deg(Q), is the maximum degree of the L-terms and L-formulas 
occurring in 52. 52 is elementary if it contains no Par&h restrictions and no schema 
variables other than metava~ables and 0-ary function variables which are not in 
the scope of a quantifier. An elementary axiom schema corresponds to an 
Table 1. Austere and quasi-monadic schematic terms and formulas 




f u%(~, 4)) 
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individual axiom with free variables. 52 is austere or quai-monadic if all the 
L-terms and L-formulas occurring in B are austere or quasi-monadic, respec- 
tively. Notice that Q is quasi-monadic if deg(Q) = 0. 
Remark 3.1. Nearly all the informal axiom schemata and rules of inference found 
in the literature can be directly formalized by formal axiom schemata and rules of 
inference which have degree 61 and which are either elementary or austere. 
Example 3.2. The axiom schema 
(IND) ([P(O) A VX [P(X)+ W(X))]]+ VXP(X), R), 
where 
R = {‘X is not free in P(+)‘, ‘X is free for w1 in P(wi)‘}, 
is a direct formalization of the induction schema. deg(IND) = 1 and IND is both 
austere and quasi-monadic. 
Example 3.3. A popular presentation of the nonlogical axioms of Zermelo- 
Fraenkel set theory (ZF) consists of six individual axioms (extension&y, 
foundation, pairing, union, infinity and power) and two informal axiom schemata 
(comprehension and replacement) (see [15]). The individual axioms can be 
straightforwardly formalized as elementary axiom schemata, and the comprehen- 
sion and replacement schemata can be formalized, respectively, as the following 
two axiom schemata: 
(COM) (VX 3Y VZ [Z E Y t, Z E X A P], {‘Y does not occur in P’}). 
(REP) (VW[VX3Y[VZ(Pt*Z=Y)]+~YVX[XEW 
+ VZ (Z E Y A I’)]], {‘Y does not occur in P’}). 
deg(COM) = deg(REP) = 0, and COM and REP are both austere and quasi- 
monadic. 
Example 3.4. The axiom schema 
(UI) (VXP(X)--+ P(H), R), 
where 
R = {‘H is free for w1 in P( wl)‘, ‘X is not free in P( wi)‘, 
‘X is free for w1 in P(wJ}, 
is a direct formalization of the universal instantiation schema. Its instances are 
exactly the members of the set r defined in Example 2.1. deg(UI) = 1, but UI is 
neither austere nor quasi-monadic. UI is an example of an ‘instantiation schema’. 
Axiom schemata and rules of inference for instantiation and equality substitution 
are practically the only examples found in the literature of nonaustere, non-quasi- 
monadic axiom schemata and rules of inference. 
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Example 3.5. Consider the axiom schema 
(EQ) F = G + H(F) = H(G). 
The instances of EQ are examples of ‘equality substitution axioms’. EQ is 
interesting because it is neither austere nor quasi-monadic and because it contains 
an n-ary function variable with 12 > 0. 
Let P be a Parikh system over L. The degree of P, written deg(P), is the 
maximum degree of its axiom schemata and rules of inference. P is monadic if L 
is monadic; austere if all its axiom schemata and rules of inference are austere; 
quasi-monadic if all its axiom schemata and rules of inference are quasi-monadic; 
and opulent if it is not monadic, austere, or quasi-monadic. 
Remark 3.6. Almost all of the usual first-order axiomatic systems found in the 
literature can be formulated as Parikh systems with degree ~1. 
We shall show later in this paper, using our method for investigating the 
k-provability problem (which we develop in the next two sections), that the 
k-provability problem is decidable for all Parikh systems which are either 
monadic, austere or quasi-monadic. We shall also show in Section 6 that our 
method is generally not applicable to opulent Parikh systems. 
In the remaining part of this section we shall present three families of Parikh 
systems. Each member of each family is complete with respect to first-order logic 
(with equality). The three families differ from each other only in how universal 
instantiation is formulated. In the first family, universal instantiation is formu- 
lated using the axiom schema UI. A collection of ‘restricted’ instantiation 
schemata are used to formulate universal instantiation in the second family. And, 
in the third family, universal instantiation is formulated without an instantiation 
schema in a manner that is similar to how A. Tarski formulates universal 
instantiation in [23]. 
Let L be a schematic language with LCL = (1, +, V} and = E PCL, and let A 
be a finite set of axiom schemata in L. We use A , v , -, and 3 as the usual 
abbreviations in terms of 1, + and V. 
H(L, A) is then the axiomatic system defined as follows. 
(1) The schematic language of W(L, A) is L; 
(2) The axiom schemata of H(L, A) are those in A plus UI (defined in 
Example 3.4) and the following axiom schemata: 
(T,) P+ <Q - PI, 
U’z) [~,~(P,~P,)l~[(~,~P,)~(~,~P,)l, 
04 W’-lQ>+ <Q-P>> 
(Q,) VX (P- Q>+ (VXP-+VXQ>, 
(Q,) (P+ VX P, {‘X is not free in P’}), 
(I) vx (X = X). 
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For each n-ary f E FCL with n L 1, 
(EQ,) VXi - . - VX,, VU, . - - VY, (X, = Yl A - - - A X,, = Y,+f(X,, . . . , X,) = 
f(y,, * * * , Y,)). 
For each n-ary p E PC= with n 3 1, 
(EQ,) VX,...VX~VY,...Vy,(X,=Y,/r..-r\X,=Y,-*(p(X,,...,X,)-, 
P(YL * * * ) Y,))). 
(3) The rules of inference of n(L, A) are: 
P P+Q 
WV Q 9 
@EN) gp. 
Notice that the ‘built-in’ axiom schemata and rules of inference of H(L, A) are 
all logical. It follows immediately from standard results (see [4]) that every valid 
regular L-formula is provable in H(L, A), i.e., that H(L, A) is complete with 
respect to first-order logic. H(L, A) is a Parikh system iff FCL U PCL is finite. For 
all L and A (defined as above), H(L, A) is nonaustere and non-quasi-monadic 
since UI is nonaustere and non-quasi-monadic. 
degW(L, A)) = max({l}U{deg(B):~EA}). 
K(L, A) is the axiomatic system which is obtained from H(L, A) by replacing 
UI with the following axiom schemata: 
(UI’) ((VXP(X)-, P(Y)), {‘Y is free for w1 in P(w$, 
‘X is not free in P(wJ’, ‘X is free for w1 in P(wJ’}). 
For each a E I&, 
(UI,) ((VXP(X)-, F(a)), {‘X is not free in P(wJ, ‘X is free for w, in 
P(W)‘>)* 
For each n-ary f E FCL with n > 1, 
(U&) ((VXP(X) --j P(f(X,, . . . , X,))), {tf(X,, . . . , X,) is free for w1 in 
P(wi)‘, ‘X is not free in P(wi)‘, ‘X is free for w1 in P(wi)‘}). 
Clearly, a regular L-formula is provable in K(L, A) iff it is provable in 
H(L, A). Hence K(L, A) is complete with respect to first-order logic. K(L, A) is 
a Parikh system iff ICL U FCL U PC= is finite. K(L, A) is austere if all the 
members of A are austere. 
deg(K(L, A)) = max({l} U (deg(S2):GeA)). 
T(L, A) is the axiomatic system which is obtained from H(L, A) by replacing 
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UI, Z and EQd for each d E FCL U PCL with the following axiom schemata: 
(Q,) VXP+J', 
(EX) (3X (X = H), {‘X does not occur in H’}), 
(I’) F= F. 
For each n-ary f E FCL with n 5 1, 
(EQ;) FI = G1 A - - - A F, = Gn+f(FI, . . . , F,) =f(G,, . . . , G,). 
For each n-ary p E PCL with n 2 1, 
(EQ;) 4 = G, A * - - A E, = G,,+-(p(F;, . . . , F,)+p(G, . . . , GA). 
T(,!,, A) is derived from a first-order system due to Tarski [23]. T(L, A) is 
complete with respect to first-order logic [23], and T(L, A) is a Parikh system iff 
FCL U PCL is finite. T(L, A) is quasi-monadic if all the members of A are 
quasi-monadic. 
deg(W, A)) = max(deg(8):SZEA). 
Since ZYZ(L, A), K(L, A) and T(L, A) are all complete with respect to 
first-order logic, n(L, A), K(L, A) and T(L, A) all have the same proof- 
theoretic strength. However, the minimum length of a proof in ZYZ(L, A) of a 
given regular L-formula Q, is generally much shorter than that in K(L, A) or 
T(L, A). This is shown by the following two theorems. 
Theorem 3.7. Let L be a schematic language such that ICL U FCL U PCL is finite, 
and let A be a finite set of austere axiom schemata. Assume K(L, A) is consistent 
and FCL # 0. Then H(L, A) is an unbounded speed-up of K(L, A), i.e., there 
exists k > 1 such that, for all m 3 0, there is a regular L-formula rp such that 
tin but not &v 
Proof. See the Appendix, Theorem A.2. 0 
Theorem 3.8. Let L be a schematic language such that FCL U PCL is finite, and let 
A be a finite set of quasi-monadic axiom schemata. Assume T(L, A) is consistent 
and FCL #O. Then H(L, A) is an unbounded speed-up of T(L, A). 
Proof. See the Appendix, Theorem A.3. Cl 
Remark 3.9. Let ~JJ = Vx q(x)+ q(t) be an arbitrary instantiation formula in L. 
Since 3 is an instance of UI and UI is an axiom schema of H(L, 0), the minimum 
length of a proof of q in W(L, 0) is equal to 1 and is thus independent of both 
#sym(q(x)) and #sym(t). In K(L, 0) the minimum length of a proof of I,!J 
depends on #sym(t) but not on #sym(q(x)), while in T(L, 0) it depends on 
#sym(q(x)) but not on #sym(t). 
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Now assume L contains the usual nonlogical constants of arithmetic (and no 
other nonlogical constants): 0, S, +, = and =. A Pa~kh-system formulation of 
Peano arithmetic usually includes IND (defined in Example 3.2) and the 
following nonlogical, elementary axiom schemata in L: 
@I) VX+qX) = (9, 
(S,) vx VY (S(X) = S(Y)+ x = Y), 
(A,) VX (X + 0 = X), 
(AZ) VX VY (X + S(Y) = S(X + Y)), 
(M,) VX (X ~0 = 0), 
(M2) VX VY (X * S(Y) = (X 0 Y) +X). 
Define PA, =H(L, B), PA, =K(L, B), and PAT = T(L, I?), where 3 = 
{S,, S2, Al, AZ, M,, M2, IND). All three systems are Parikh systems, and PAH is 
opulent, PAK is austere and PAT is quasi-monadic. PA, would certainly qualify 
as one of the usual first-order formulations of Peano arithmetic. On the other 
hand, PA, and PAr are somewhat unusual formulations of Peano arithmetic 
because of the way universal instantiation is formulated. It is safe to say, 
however, that the formulation of universal instantiation is the only nonstandard 
aspect of PA, and PAT as formulations of Peano arithmetic. 
4. The k-Pro~a~~~ Reduction Theorem 
The k-Pro~~bili~ Red~ctiun Theorem is the central theorem of this paper. It 
says that the k-provability problem for a Parikh system reduces to a certain 
unification problem of schematic terms. The reduction is due to Parikh; it is given 
implicitly in [18] without the benefit of unification terminology. We shall describe 
the reduction in detail and prove the k-Provability Reduction Theorem in this 
section. We shall also make some observations (as part of the k-Provability 
Reduction Theorem) which are not made in (181. In the next section we shall 
prove that the k-provability problem is decidable for ail nonopulent Parikh 
systems using the k-Provability Reduction Theorem together with several results 
concerning the unification of schematic terms. 
A term ~~u~~~~~) pair in L is an unordered pair of L-terms AL-formulas), 
denoted, e.g., by (s, t) ((9, Icf)). A t erm pair (s, t) is prime if s # t and s and t 
both begin with function variables with arity 21. (s, t) is semi-prime ifs Zt and $ 
begins with a function variable with arity 31. A formula pair (cp, v) is prime if 
4p # $J and Q, and $J both begin with predicate variables with arity al. ( cp, q) is 
semi-prime if rp # q and p, begins with a predicate variable with arity al. 
A unification expression (u-expr) in L is any finite set of term pairs and formula 
pairs in L. A term (formula) u-expr is a u-expr which contains only term 
(formula) pairs. Let E be a u-expr in L. The set of term (formula) pairs in E is 
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denoted by term(E) (form(E)). E is unifiable if there is a substitution u in L such 
that cu = da for each (c, d) E E. Such a substitution is called a unifier of E. E is 
prime (semi-prime) if each pair in E is prime (semi-prime), and is mom&c, 
ausfere or quasi-monadic if each L-term and L-formula in E is monadic, austere 
or quasi-monadic, respectively. The degree of E, written deg(E), is the maximum 
degree of the L-terms and L-formulas occurring in E. Let u-expr(L) denote the 
set of u-exprs in L. 
Proposition 4.1. Every prime u-expr is unifiable. 
Proof. Let E be a prime u-expr in L, p E PCL and x E IV. Then 
{F+x: F E FV(E)} U {P+p(x, . . . , x): P E PV(E)} 
clearly unifies E. 0 
Let A G u-expr(L). The unification problem for A is the problem of determin- 
ing, given E E A, whether or not E is unifiable. The restricted unification problem 
for A is the problem of determining, given E E A and a finite set R of Parikh 
restrictions with SV(R) c SV(E), whether or not there is a substitution which 
both unifies E and satisfies R. 
The proof of the k-Provability Reduction Theorem consist of two parts. The 
first part is to reduce the k-provability problem for a Parikh system over L to the 
restricted unification problem for a set of formula u-exprs in L. The second part is 
to reduce the restricted unification problem for the set of formula u-exprs in L to 
the restricted unification problem for the set of term u-exprs in L. 
Throughout this section let P be a Parikh system over L. The skeleton 
of a proof II= ( ql, . . . , cp,,) in P, written skel(LI), is the sequence 
((Q,, A,), . . . , (i&, A,)) defined as follows: 
(1) the Q’s are axiom schemata and rules of inference in P; 
(2) each Ai is a subsequence of ( 1, . . . , i - 1) (A, is the empty sequence E); 
(3) each j with 16 j 6 n - 1 is a member of exactly one Aj where j < i c n; 
(4) if Ai is the empty sequence E, then Qi is an axiom schema and qi is an 
instance of Q; 
(5) if Ai=(jl,...,jm) (m 2 l), then pi is an m-ary rule of inference and 
(Q)jl) . . . 7 pli_, q,i> is an instance of Qi. 
Clearly, skel(II) exists for all proofs 17 in P. 
By a proof skeleton in P we mean a sequence ((a,, A,), . . . , (A&, A)) (n 2 l), 
where the Q’s and A.,‘s are defined as above, which is not necessarily associated 
with any (possible) proof in P. The length of a proof skeleton 9, written l.Y’pl, is 
the length of 9’ as a sequence. The proof skeleton problem for P is to determine, 
given a proof skeleton Y in P and a regular L-formula q, whether or not there is 
a proof 17 of v in P such that skel(L7) = 9’. 
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The lemma below is similar to [18, Lemma A]; it reduces the proof skeleton 
problem for a Parikh system to a certain kind of unification problem. 
Lemma 4.2 (Parikh [lS]). G’ lven a proof skeleton Y in P, we can effectively find a 
u-expr 
E9 = {(Q)*, 1LI)* * * * ) (%m %I>, (0, 0)) 
in L and a finite set RY of Parikh restrictions in L with SV(Ry) c SV(E,) such that 
the following is true: A finite sequence 17 of regular L-formulas is a proof in P with 
skeleton 9’ iff there is a unifier u of Esp such that Z7 = (~~a, . . . , cp,u, f3u) and u 
satisfies Ry. Moreover, deg(E,) 6 deg(P) and, if P is monadic, austere or 
quasi-monadic, then E9 is also monadic, austere or quasi-monadic, respectively. 
Proof (due to Parikh). The proof is by induction on k = 19’1. Let Y = 
w-4, M, . . . 3 (Q/c, &J). 
Basis case. k = 1: then Y is just (((x, Rx), E)). So let m = 0, 8 =x, and 
RY = Rx. 
Induction case. k> 1: let (!& A,) be ((x1, . . . , xn, 0, R’), (jI, . . . ,jn)), 
where n 3 1. By the induction hypothesis, for the ith subskeleton in 9’ ending 
with (Szj;, Aji), 1 c i s It, we can effectively find a u-expr 
Ei = ((~1, vi>, . . . 7 hLi, da,>, w, e’)) 
in L and a set Ri of Parikh restrictions in L which satisfy the lemma. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that the sets 
SV(El), . . . , W%), Wsz,) 
are pairwise disjoint. Then define E9 to be 
and RY to be RI U - - - U R, U R’. Clearly, R9 is a finite set of Parikh restrictions 
in L with SV(R9) c SV(E,); EY is a u-expr in L with deg(E,) 6 deg(P); and E9 
is monadic, austere or quasi-monadic if P is monadic, austere or quasi-monadic, 
respectively. Let I7 be a finite sequence of regular L-formulas. Now we shall 
prove both directions of the iff-statement. 
(+): suppose I7 is a proof in P with skeleton 54 Then each of the hypotheses 
of the application of &$ in 17 is provable by a particular subproof of II, and the 
conclusion of the application of Sz, in 17 is provable from these hypotheses by s2, 
itself. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there will be substitutions 
Ul, * * * , a,, (I’ corresponding to each of these proofs. We may assume that the 
domains of these substitutions are pairwise disjoint. Then 
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is a unifier of E9 such that 
II= (&7, . . . ) &a, e%, &, . . . ) wu, eu> 
and u satisfies Ry. 
( C$ ): now suppose o is a unifier of E9 such that 
17 = (&r, . . . ) q&u, tPu, f&J, . . . , 8”u, eu) 
and u satisfies Ry. By the induction hypothesis, for each i with 1 s i s n, 
Mu,..., Q&U, @a) is a proof of 8’~ whose skeleton is the ith subskeleton of 
9’ ending with (Q,, Q. Also, f?u follows from the xiu, 1 s i s n, by the rule of 
inference !&. But @a = XiU since u unifies E y. This shows that I7 is a proof in P 
with skeleton 9’. 0 
Remark 4.3. Lemma 4.2 shows that a characterization of the unifiers of E9 
satisfying RY yields a characterization of the proofs in P with skeleton 9. 
Moreover, the complexity of the proofs in P with skeleton Y is reflected in the 
complexity of the unifiers of EY satisfying Rg. Hence Lemma 4.2 establishes a 
potentially powerful technique for studying the proof complexity of proofs in a 
Parikh system having a common skeleton. 
Let Y be a proof skeleton in P and Q, be an L-formula. The u-expr E9 in 
Lemma 4.2 has the form { ((pr, VI), . . . , ( qm, qL>, (0, 0)). Define E,, to be 
the u-expr obtained from E9 by replacing the second occurrence of 8 with QI. 
Now define UE,(P) to be 
{E, ‘p : Y is a proof skeleton in P, cp is a regular L-formula}. 
By Lemma 4.2, UEr(P) is a set of formula u-exprs in L with degree Gdeg(P), and 
if P is monadic, austere or quasi-monadic, each member of UE,(P) is monadic, 
austere or quasi-monadic, respectively. 
The next lemma is an easy but very important fact about Par&h systems. 
Lemma 4.4. There are only finitely many proof skeletons in P with length Sk for 
allksl. 
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the fact that P has only finitely 
many axiom schemata and rules of inference. 0 
Theorem 4.5. The k-provability problem for a Parikh system P reduces to the 
restricted unification problem for UEXP). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, the k-provability problem for P reduces to the proof 
skeleton problem for P. The theorem then follows from Lemma 4.2. Cl 
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We prove now that the restricted unification problem for the set of formula 
u-exprs in L reduces to the restricted unification problem for the set of term 
u-exprs in L. Using this result we complete the proof of the k-Provability 
Reduction Theorem. 
A unification record (u-record) in’ L is a pair (a, E) where o E sub(L) and 
E E u-expr(L). r E sub(L) is an instance of a u-record (a, E) if there is a 
zr E sub(L) such that r = ot and n unifies E. The set of instances of (a, E) is 
denoted by inst(o, E). Given 7r E SV, r E instgr(o, E) if there exists t’ E 
inst(o, E) such that (r 1 5’) = (t’ r Y). Let the kernel of a u-record (a, E), 
written ker(o, E), be 
dam(o) U SV(ran(a)) U SV(E). 
Notice that inst(u, E) = instv(u, E) if y = ker(o, E). Let NIL = (E, (x, y)), 
where x # y. Obviously, NIL is a u-record in every L which has no instances and 
which is monadic, austere and quasi-monadic. Let u-record(L) denote the set of 
u-records in L. 
Most of the remaining part of this section is devoted to the construction of a 
nondeterministic algorithm, called UNIFY-FORMULA-STRUCTURE, that 
transforms an arbitrary u-record (a, E) in L into a u-record (ur, E’) in L such 
that form(E’) is prime and inst(u, E) = inst&ur, E’), where ?f = ker(u, E). The 
algorithm is constructed from the set of atomic transformations on u-records 
given below. These transformations all have the form 
or 
(o, {(q, qlr)J UE) * (or, E’ UEr), 
where t and E’ may be empty. In the following, 0 is a binary propositional 
connective, Q E {V, 3}, and U, V E IV U MV. 
(TJ (0, ((~9 q)J UE) * (o, E), 
(Tz) (o, {(q, q))uE) * NIL, 
where Q, and t/~ begin with different constants, 
(T3) (o, {(P(s~, . . . > &n),~(h> . . . 7 bn))l U El 
3 (0, {@I, h>> . . . 7 (s,w L)> UE), 
CL) (0, {(T>-IJ)) UE) + (0, {(v, W)) UEh 
CL) (0, {(WC R), q C%, Wz))lUE) 3 (0, {(Q)I, WI>, (a Wz)>UEh 
CL) (0, {(QW, QW)) UE) * (0, {(n W)) UJ% 
0-2 (0, {(Qw Qv3WJE) * NIL, 
where x # y, 
(Ts) (0, {<QW QW)) UE) * (0~ {(VT VT)> UW 
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where Uor VEMV, z={U +V} if UEMV, and z={V+U} if UZMV, 
(T,) (o, {(P, q,)> UE) 3 NIL 
where P E PV(q) and P # cp, 
@IO) (o, {(P, q,>> U E) 3 (or, ET), 
where P 4 PV(q) and r = {P+ q}, 
(T,,) (o, {(P(sl> . . . 9 L), q(h, . . . 3 cd)> U El + 
(or, {(F,(s,, . . . 9 GA h>, . . . ? om, f * . , L), GA> UEr), 
where mal, F,, . . . , F, are distinct m-ary function variables not in 
Sl, * * * , s,, h, * * f , t” or E, and r = {P+q(F,(w,, . . . , iv,), . . . , 
MY, . . . , YA)), 
(TIz) (0, {(P(s,, . . . > GA T)> U E) 
+ (or, {(P’h . . . > s,), VT)> U ET), 
where m 2 1, P’ is an m-ary predicate variable not in Q, or E, and r = {P+-I 
P’(w1, * . . > %)>, 
Un) (0, {(WI, . . . 7 GA q QJI, &)I U ~9 
+ (0~ {G-‘&I, . . . , L)> QUIT), (WI, . . . > GJ, w)~ UEr), 
where m > 1, PI, P2 are distinct m-ary predicate variables not in vi, q2 or E, and 
r = {P-* q (P,(%, * * f > wn), f%(Wb . . . 7 %))>, 
014) (0, W’b . . ., GJ, Q&G> u El 
+ (UC {(P’(+, . . . , GA v)> U Et), 
where m 2 1, P’ is an m-at-y predicate variable not in ~1 or E, and r = {P+ 
QUP’(w,, . . . , wm)). 
TI, . . . , T10 are called formula reduction transformations (fr-transformations); 
T 117 . * . 7 TM are called predicate variable factoring transformations (pvf- 
transformations). In a pvf-transformation, the formula P(sl, . . . , s,) is called the 
principal formula of (the application of) the transformation. We say that a 
pvf-transformation applied to a u-record factors a predicate variable Q if the 
principal formula of the transformation has the form Q(r,, . . . , r,J with m 3 1. 
An m-ary predicate variable Q with m 3 1 is factorable in a u-expr E if there is a 
semi-prime formula pair ( QJ, 3) E E such that cp begins with Q but (~1, I,!I) is 
not prime. 
Given E E u-expr(l), o(E) denotes the number of 0-ary predicate variables in 
E, and /3(E) denotes the number of occurrences of logical constants and 
predicate constants in E. 
Lemma 4.6. The result of applying a fr-transformation to a u-record (a, E) in L is 
a u-record (uz, E’) in L such that: 
(1) inst(u, E) = inst(ur, E’), 
(2) ( a(E’), NE’) > is strictly less than (a(E), /3(E)) with respect to lexico- 
graphic order. 
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Proof. By straightforward inspection of transformations T1, . . . , Tlo. 0 
If (at, E’) is the result of applying a pvf-transformation to a u-record (a, E), 
then generally inst(o, E) # inst(ar, E’), since E’ can contain schema variables 
that are not contained in E. However, the following lemma is true. 
Lemma 4.7. The result of applying a pvf -transformation to a u-record (a, E) in L 
is a u-record (at, E’) in L such that inst(a, E) = inst,(ar, E’) and “lr c V, where 
“I’ = ker(o, E) and “v”’ = ker( or, E’). 
Lemma 4.8. Zf (at, E’) is the result of applying a fr- or pvf -transformation to a 
u-record (a, E), then deg(E’) c deg(E). M oreover, if E is monadic, austere or 
quasi-monadic, then E’ is also monadic, austere or quasi-monadic, respectively. 
Proof. By straightforward inspection of transformations T,, . . . , T14. Cl 
Let REDUCE-FORMULAS be the nondeterministic algorithm which applies 
fr-transformations to a given u-record (a, E) as many times as possible. For any 
(nondeterministic) algorithm ALG (e.g., REDUCE-FORMULAS), let ALG(Z) 
denote an output of ALG when given input 1. 
Lemma 4.9. For all u-records (a, E) in L, every execution of REDUCE- 
FORMULAS on (a, E) terminates, yielding a u-record (ut, E’) in L such that 
(E’ = NIL or form(E’) is semi-prime) and inst(u, E) = inst(ur, E’). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4.6. Cl 
For E E u-expr(L), define <E and -E to be the smallest relations on PV 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) <E is transitive on PV; 
(2) -E is an equivalence relation on PV; 
(3) P<EQandQ<EPiffP-EQ; 
(4) if (rp, I/J) E E, Q, begins with P, and ?@ begins with Q, then P -E Q; 
(5) if (q, r,!~) EE, Q, begins with P and q contains Q but does not begin with 
Q, then Q <E P but not Q -E P. 
Notice that it is decidable whether or not <E and -E exist. 
Lemma 4.10. Zf <E and -E do not exist, then E is not unifiable. 
Proof. If E is unifiable, say by u, then <E and -E can be defined by 
P $E Q iff #lc(Pu) < #lc(Qu). Cl 
The following algorithm is derived from an algorithm found in [X3]. 
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Algorithm UNIFY-FORMULA-STRUCTURE; 
input : a u-record (a, E) in L; 
output: a u-record (a’, E’) in L; 
begin 
((T’, E’) +-REDUCE-FORMULAS(u, E); 
while (a’, E’) # NIL and form(E’) is not prime do 
begin 
if SE, and -E, do not exist then return NIL; 
P +a predicate variable which is maximal in SE, and factorable in E’; 
~+{QEPV(E’):P-,,Q}; 
while (u’, E’) # NIL and some Q E Yf is factorable in E’ do 
begin 
(CT’, E’) + the result of an application of a pvf-transformation to 
(CT’, E’) in which a member “1’ is factored; 
(u’, E’) +-REDUCE-FORMULAS(u’, E’); 
end; 
end; 
return (a’, E’); 
end. 
Let UFS be an abbreviation for UNIFY-FORMULA-STRUCTURE. 
Lemma 4.11. For all u-records (a, E) in L, every execution of UFS on (a, E) 
terminates, yielding a u-record (UT, E’) in L such that (E’ = NIL or form(E’) is 
prime) and inst(u, E) = inst,(at, E’), where 7r = ker(u, E). Moreover, 
deg(E’) G deg(E), and if E is monadic, austere or quasi-monadic, then E’ is also 
monadic, austere or quasi-monadic, respectively. 
Proof. Let (u, E) be an arbitrary u-record in L. We shall first show that all 
executions of UFS terminate on (a, E). After each execution of the inner 
while-loop in UFS, (ac(E’), /3(E’)) d ecreases with respect to lexicographic order. 
This together with Lemma 4.9 shows that all executions of UFS on (a, E) 
terminate. 
Suppose now that UFS terminates on (a, E) and yields (ur, E’). Obviously, 
E’ = NIL or form(E’) is prime. Then, by Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, and 4.10, there is a 
sequence (a,, E,), . . . , (a,, E,,) of u-records in L with (a,, E) = (a, E) and 
(a,, E,,) = (UT, E’) such that, for all i with 1 c i s n - 1, 
inst%(u,, Ei) = inst%(u,+,, Ei+l) 
and K E ?$+I, where x = ker(oi, Ei). Hence 
inst(u, E) = instgc(u, E) = instv(ur, E’), 
since Y=“V;E...CY~_~. 
The second statement of the lemma follows from Lemma 4.8. Cl 
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Lemma 4.12. Let E E u-expr(L) such that form(E) is prime, and let R be a finite 
set of Parikh restrictions in L with SV(R) E W(E). Then there is a substitution in 
L which unifies E and satisfies R iff there is a substitution in L which unifies 
term(E) and satisfies R. 
Proof. ( 3): obvious since term(E) E E. 
(+): let E,=t erm(E) and E2= form(E). Assume u E sub(L) unifies El and 
satisfies R. Define r to be 
(a 1MVUFV)U{Q+p(x,. . . ,x):QEPV(E*)}, 
where p E PCL and x 4 IV(Ra). Clearly, r unifies E and satisfies R. 0 
Theorem 43. The restricted unification problem for the set of formula u-exprs in 
L reduces to the restricted unification problem for the set of term u-exprs in L. 
Proof. Let E be a u-expr in L and R be a set of Parikh restrictions in L with 
SV(R) E SV(E). Let (a, E’) = UFS(e, E) and ‘Yf= ker(e, E). By Lemma 4.11, 
E’ = NIL or form(E’) is prime, and there is some r E inst( c, E) which satisfies R 
iff there is some t E inst,(o, E’) which satisfies R iff there is some JC E sub(L) 
such that n unifies E’ and uz satisfies R (since SV(R) G SV(E) E Y) iff (*) there 
is some substitution in L which unifies E’ and satisfies Ru. Then, by Lemma 4.12, 
(*) holds iff there is some substitution in L which unifies term(E’) and satisfies 
Ru. 0 
For any Parikh system P, define UE,(P) to be the set of all term(E) such that 
(a, E) E UFS(e, E’) where E’ E UE,(P). 
Theorem 4.14 (k-Provability Reduction Theorem). The k-provability problem for 
a Parikh system P reduces to the restricted unification problem for UE,(P). 
Moreover, all the members of UE,(P) have degree s deg(P), and if P is monadic, 
austere or quasi-monadic, then all the members of UE,(P) are monadic, austere 
or quasi-monadic, respectively. 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 4.13, the restricted unification problem for 
UEr(P) reduces to the restricted unification problem for UE,(P). The first 
statement of the theorem then follows from Theorem 4.5, and the second 
statement follows from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.11. Cl 
Using Lemmas 4.2 and Lemma 4.11, we obtain the following proof-complexity 
result, which is similar to [18, Theorem 21. A sharpened version of this result is 
found in [13]. 
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Theorem 4.15. Let P be a Parikh system over L. There is a recursive function 
fp : o X o + w such that, for all k 2 1 and ali regular L-formzdas cp, if l-$cp, then 
there is a proof IT of cp in P with /ZZ] =S k and 
WW sfr(k, fitlo(~ 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, it suffices to show that, for all proof skeletons Yin P, we 
can effectively find a recursive function gY : o --, o such that, if there is a proof of 
cp in P with skeleton .Y, then there is a proof I7 of Q, in P with skel(I7) = Y and 
#WI) c &X#lc(cp)). 
Fix a proof skeleton Y in P. Let cp be a regular L-formula, E = E,,, R = R9 
and (a,, E’) f UFS(c, E). Define o = a9 and 
Ed = x,+ = {Q--+&x, . . + , x): Q E PV(Ea)}, 
where p E PC= and x $ IV(Rcr). it unifies form(E’), PV(Ean) = 0, and Roj~ is 
satisfiable iff Ra is satisfiable. For m 2 1, define g&m) = max{ #lc(E,,o,Jc,) : 3 
is a regular L-formula with #lc(~) = m}. Clearly, g, is a well-defined recursive 
function from 0 into w. 
By Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.11, there is a proof of ~1 in P with skeleton Y iff 
there is a t E sub(L) such that (1) t unifies Eun, (2) r satisfies RUJC, and (3) there 
is a proof II of cp in P with skel(II) = Y and #lc(E!) G #lc(Eozr). However, 
#lc(Ecr~cz) = #lc(Eaz) 4 gY(#lc(~)). K! 
5. Schematic term un~~~tion 
There are two obvious corollaries of the k-Provability Reduction Theorem. 
Corollary 5.1. Zf the restricted unification problem is decidable for the set of term 
u-exprs in L with degree 6n, then the k-provability problem is decidable for all 
Parikh systems over L with degree in (n 20). 
Corollary 5.2. Zf the restricted uni~cation problem is decidable for the ser of 
monads, austere or Fuji-monadic term u-exprs in L, then the k-provability 
problem is decidable for all Parikh systems over L which are monadic, austere or 
quasi-monadic, respectively. 
These corollaries say that the decidability of the k-provability problem for a 
Parikh system can be established by solving particular problems concerning the 
unification of schematic terms. Although the first corollary appears stronger than 
the second one, it is actually weaker (see the discussion below). In this section we 
shall solve the restricted unification problem for the sets of O-degree, monadic, 
austere and quasi-monadic term u-exprs (in a schematic language L), 
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respectively, by constructing certain algorithms called admissible unifier charac- 
terizers. Then, by the second corollary, we will have shown that the k-provability 
problem is decidable for all monadic, austere and quasi-monadic Parikh systems. 
(Recall that the class of quasi-monadic Parikh systems includes the class of 
O-degree Parikh systems.) 
It follows from Goldfarb’s proof of the undecidability of the second-order 
unification problem [lo] that the unification problem for the set of term u-exprs in 
L with degree ~3 is undecidable, provided L is nonmonadic. Corollary 5.1 
therefore cannot be used to establish the decidability of the k-provability problem 
for Parikh systems with degree ~3. This is no great loss because, as we noted in 
Remark 3.6, the great majority of Parikh systems described in the literature have 
degree 4. However, a sharpened version of Goldfarb’s result (see [S]) implies 
that the unification problem for the set of term u-exprs in L with degree 4 is 
undecidable, provided L is nonmonadic. This means that Corollary 5.1 is actually 
weaker than Corollary 5.2 since O-degree Parikh systems are quasi-monadic. 
Let A G u-expr(L). In order to solve the restricted unification problem for A 
(as opposed to the (unrestricted) unification problem for A), we need to know 
more than just whether or not a unifier of a given member of A exists; in the case 
when unifiers do exist, we need to also know whether any of them satisfies a given 
finite set of Parikh restrictions. In other words, we need more than a decision 
procedure for the unifiability of a given member of A; we need a means of 
characterizing the whole set of unifiers of a given member of A. 
The problem of characterizing unifiers is one of the key problems of unification 
theory. The traditional approach of unification theory is to characterize the set of 
unifiers of a u-expr in terms of a finite set of ‘most general unifiers’ (see [ll or 
211). Unfortunately, this approach fails with schematic languages because in every 
schematic language L with FCL # 0 there are u-exprs for which there is no finite 
set of most general unifiers. In this section we shall develop a different and more 
general method of characterizing unifiers, a method in which unifiers are 
characterized in terms of ‘substitution schemata’. 
Let a substitution schema in L be any mathematical object Z which has an 
associated set inst(E) E sub(L) such that inst(.Z) # 0. The members of inst(Z) are 
called instances of E. 
Example 5.3. Let u E sub(L). Recall that t E inst(a) if there is a n E sub(L) such 
that r = u3t. inst(a) # 0 since 0 = (IE E inst(a). Hence CT is a substitution schema 
in L. 
Remark 5.4. As a substitution schema, a substitution possesses a desirable 
property: its syntax captures the syntactic form that is common to its instances. 
This property is not a part of the definition of a substitution schema, but it is a 
property that we would like a substitution schema to have. 
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Example 5.5. Let (u, E) E u-record(L). Recall that r f inst(o, E) if there is a 
it E sub(L) such that t = an and n unifies E. inst(o, E) #$ iff E is unifiable. 
Hence (G, E) is a substitution schema in L iff E is unifiable. Call a u-record 
(a, E) prime if E is prime. Since a prime u‘-expr is always unifiable (Proposition 
4.1), a prime u-record in L is always a substitution schema in L. 
Let A c_ u-expr(L). A unifier charucterizer for A is an algorithm UC which, 
given E E A, returns a finite set UC(E) of substitution schemata in L such that, 
for all closed o E sub(L), a unifies E iff o is an instance of some Z E UC(E), 
Since a substitution schema must have by definition at least one (closed) instance, 
E is unifiable iff UC(E) #PI. Hence any unifier characterizer for A is also a 
decision procedure for the unifiability of members of A. 
A substitution schema t: in L is ~drn~sib~e if it is decidable, given a finite set R 
of Parikh restrictions in L, whether or not there is an instance of X which 
satisfies R. 
Proposition 5.6. A substitution is admissible. 
Proof. Let CJ E sub(L) and R be a finite set of Parikh restrictions in L. Ra is also 
a finite set of Parikh restrictions in L, and by Proposition 2.2, it is decidable 
whether or not Ra is satisfiable. If Ra is not satisfiable, there is obviously no 
instance of o which satisfies R. If Ra is satisfiable, we can effectively find some 
t E sub(L) satisfying Ra by Proposition 2.2. err is then an instance of u which 
satisfies R. Therefore, CT is admissible. q 
Proposition 5.7. A prime u-record (o, E) i.v admissible. 
Proof, Let (a, E) E u-record(L) with E prime, and let R be a finite set of Parikh 
restrictions in L. Suppose p E PCL and x is an individual variable not occurring in 
Ru. Define 
~={F+x:FEFV(E)}U{P*~(X,. . . ,x):PePV(E)}. 
Clearly, t unifies E, so oz E inst(u, E). By Proposition 2.2, it is decidable 
whether or not Ru is satisfiable. If Ru is not satisfiable, there is obviously no 
instance of (u, E) which satisfies R. Assume Ra is satisfiable. Then RUT is 
satisfiable, and we can effectively find some zr E sub(L) satisfying RUT by 
Proposition 2.2. But r3t certainly unifies E. Hence orn; E inst(u, E) and orz 
satisfies R, and so (a, E) is admissible. q 
A unifier characterizer is admissible if it only returns substitution schemata 
which are admissible. Clearly, if there is an admissible unifier characterizer for 
A E u-expr(L), then the restricted unification problem for A is decidable. In the 
remaining part of this section we shall show that there are admissible unifier 
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characterizers for the sets of O-degree, monadic, austere and quasi-monadic term 
u-exprs (in a schematic language L), respectively. 
We define below a set of atomic transformations on u-records which all have 
the form 
or 
(o, {(s, r)}UE) 3 NIL 
(o, ((~9 t)> U E) 3 (or, E’ U Er), 
where r and E’ may be empty. These transformations operate on term pairs 
analogously to how the transformations of Section 4 operate on the formula pairs. 
Let the head of an L-term t, written hd(t), be the leading symbol occurring in t. 
0;) (0, (6, s >I U El + (0, E), 
CT;) (0, (6, t>l U E) + NIL, 
where hd(s) # hd( t) and [(hd(s) $ SV and hd(t) $ SV) or (hd(s) EMV and 
hd(t) $ IV U MV U FV)], 
05) (0, {cfh . . . 3 sm), fh . . . , tm))> U E) 
3 (0, {h, td, . . . , (L, t,,,>> UE), 
CT;) (0, {(X u> 1 U E) + (at, 3, 
whereX#U, UEIVUMV, and r={X+U}, 
(T;) (o, {(Es)) UE) 3 NIL, 
where F occurs in s at a position which is not within the argument of a function 
variable, 
(T:) (o, {@‘, s ) 1 U ~3 + (or, Er), 
where F $ FV(s) and r = {F+s}, 
(T;) (0, C(F(s,, . . . 7 s,),f& - . .hg(h, . . . > tn))) U E) 
+ (0~ {(G&I, . . . , s,), t,r), . . . , (G&Q, . . . , s,), t,d> U Et), 
where k > 0, m Z= 1 and IZ 5 2; fi, . . . , fk are unary function constants; 
F(sl, . . . , GJ, t1, . , . , t,, are quasi-monadic; G1, . . . , G,, are distinct m-ary 
function variables not in tl, . . . , t,, or E, and 
r = {F+fi.h * - -fkg(G1(w, . . . , ~,,a), . . . , Gn(w,, . . . , w,,))). 
T;,. . . , TA are called a term reduction transformation (tr-transformations); T$ 
is called a function variable factoring transformation (fvf-transformations). The 
L-term F(sI, . . . , s,) in transformation T$ is called the principal term of (the 
application of) the transformation. We say that transformation T$ applied to a 
u-record factors a function variable G if the principal term of the transformation 
has the form G(r,, . . . , r,), where m 3 1. An m-ary function variable G with 
m 2 1 is factorable in a u-expr E if there is a semi-prime term pair (s, t) E E such 
that s begins with G but (s, t) is not prime. 
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The next four lemmas are analogues of Lemmas 4.6-4.9, respectively. Given 
E E u-expr(L), a’(E) denotes the number of metavariables and 0-ary function 
variables in E. 
Lemma 5.8. The result of applying a n--transformation to a u-record (a, E) in L is 
a u-record (az, E’) in L such that: 
(1) inst(a, E) = inst(ar, E’), 
(2) (cu’(E’), #sym(E’)) k strictly less than (o’(E)), #sym(E’)) with respect o 
lexicographic order. 
Lemma 5.9. The result of applying transformation T; to a u-record (a, E) in L is 
a u-record (uz, E’) in L such that inst(u, E) = inst,(ut, E’) and Y z Yf’, where 
“1’= ker(u, E) and ‘V’ = ker(ut, E’). 
Lemma 5.10. Zf ( uz, E’) is the result of applying a tr- or fvf -transformation to a 
u-record (a, E), then deg(E’) s deg(E). Moreover, if E is monadic, austere or 
quasi-monadic, then E’ is also monadic, austere or quasi-monadic, respectively. 
Let REDUCE-TERMS be the nondeterministic algorithm which applies 
tr-transformations to a given u-record (a, E) as many times as possible. 
Lemma 5.11. For all austere and quasi-monadic u-records (a, E) in L, every 
execution of REDUCE-TERMS on (a, E) terminates, yielding a u-record (uz, E’) 
in L such that (E’ = NIL or term(E’) is semi-prime) and inst(u, E) = inst(ut, E’). 
Algorithm FIRST-ORDER; 
input: a O-degree term u-expr E in L; 
output: 0 or {a} where u E sub(L); 
begin 
(a, E ‘) + REDUCE-TERMS( E, E) ; 
if (a, E’) = NIL then return 0 else return {a} ; 
end. 
Theorem 5.12. For any schematic language L, FIRST-ORDER is an admissible 
unifier characterizer for the set of O-degree term u-exprs in L. 
Proof. REDUCE-TERMS is essentially a nondeterministic version of the well- 
known unification algorithm for first-order terms (e.g., see [20]). FIRST-ORDER 
is a unifier characterizer since u is a ‘most general unifier’ of E (see [20]), and it is 
admissible since substitutions are admissible substitution schemata. 0 
CoroIIary 5.W. The k-provability problem is decidable for any O-degree Parikh 
system. 
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Proof. By Corollary 5.1 and Theorem 5.12. 0 
Example 5.14. Let L be a schematic language such that LCL = (1, +, V}, 
ICL = FCL = 0 and PC= = { E , =}. Define P to be T(L, A), where A is any 
standard set of nonlogical axiom schemata for ZF (see Example 3.3). Then P is a 
O-degree Parikh system. Hence the k-provability problem for P is decidable by 
Corollary 5.13. 
Theorem 5.15. There is an algorithm called MONADIC which is an admissible 
unifier characterizer for the set of monadic term u-exprs in any schematic language. 
Proof. Let L be an arbitrary schematic language. In [6] using ‘parametric terms’, 
an admissible unifier characterizer called UNI-CHAR is constructed for monadic 
term u-exprs in L with degree ~1 that contain no individual variables or 
metavariables. Since individual variables, metavariables and n-ary function 
variables with n 2 2 pose no difficulty for unification in L (see [6, Appendix A]), 
UNI-CHAR can easily be made into an admissible unifier characterizer for the 
set of monadic term u-exprs in L. Cl 
The following corollary is a strengthening of Parikh’s theorem described in 
Section 1. 
Corollary 5.16. The k-provability problem is decidable for any monadic Parikh 
system. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.15. Cl 
Remark 5.17. Since first-order set theory is usually formulated without any 
function constants, Corollary 5.16 tells us that the k-provability problem for a 
Parikh system formulation of set theory will usually be decidable. 
Remark 5.18. Any first-order theory that can be formulated as a Parikh system 
can be formulated as a Parikh system without function constants. Hence, by 
Corollary 5.16, any such first-order theory can be formulated as a Parikh system 
with a decidable k-provability problem. 
Algorithm AUSTERE; 
input: an austere term u-expr E in L; 
output: a finite set of prime term u-records in L; 
begin 
a + {(e, E)]; 
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while there is a member of aU which is not prime do 
begin 
(a, E’) +a member of % which is not prime; 
UtU- {(a, E’)}; 
(a, E’) t REDUCE-TERMS( a, E’); 
if (a, E’) # NIL then 
if E’ is prime then %+% U {(a, E’)} 
else 
begin 
(F(s,, . . . , s,), s ) t a member of E’ which is not prime (m 3 1); 





Theorem 5.19. For any schematic language L, AUSTERE i.r an admissible unifier 
characterizer for the set of austere term u-exprs in L. 
Proof. Let E be an arbitrary austere term u-expr in L. Then 91 is always a set of 
term u-records in L. Each iteration of the while-loop in AUSTERE (1) eliminates 
a u-record in %, (2) replaces a nonprime u-record in % with a prime u-record, or 
(3) replaces a nonprime u-record in ‘% with a finite set of u-records which contain 
fewer function variables. This observation guarantees that every execution of 
AUSTERE on E terminates, yielding a finite set % of prime u-records. It follows 
easily from Lemma 5.11 and the construction of AUSTERE that t E sub(L) 
unifies E iff z E inst(u, E’) for some (a, E’) E Ou. Therefore, AUSTERE is an 
admissible unifier characterizer for the set of austere term u-exprs in L since 
prime u-records are admissible substitution schemata in L. Cl 
Corollriry 5.20. The k-provability problem is decidable for any austere Parikh 
system. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.19. 0 
Corollary 5.21. Let L be a schematic language such that ICL U FCL U PCL is finite, 
and let A be a finite set of austere axiom schemata. Then the k-provability problem 
for K(L, A) is decidable. 
Proof. K(L, A) is an austere Parikh system. El 
Let E be a term u-expr in L. Define <g and -g to be the smallest relations on 
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FV satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) <$ is transitive on FV; 
(2) -z is an equivalence relation on FV; 
(3) F<zG and G<zF iff F-$G; 
(4) if (s, t) E E, s begins with F, and f has the form fi . . .fkG(tl, . . . , t,), 
where k, n 20, then F-ZG; 
(5) if (s, t) E E, s begins with F, and t contains G but does not have the form 
fi - - -f&(h, . . . , t,), where k, n 30, then G<$F but not G-:F. 
Notice that it is decidable whether or not <2 and -2 exist. 
Lemma 5.22. Zf E is quasi-monadic and <z and -2 do not exist, then E is not 
unifiable. 
Proof. For an L-term t, let y(t) be the number of occurrences of nonunary 
function constants in t. If E is unifiable, say by a, then <i and -2 can be defined 
bY 
F=SiG iff y(Fa) s y(Ga), 
since the arguments of function variables in E contain no function variables and 
no nonunary function constants. Cl 
Let a composition schema in L be a triple (a, Z’, “Ir) where o E sub(L), II is a 
substitution schema in L, and T is a finite subset of schema variables. t E sub(L) 
is an instance of (a, Z, 7’) if there is a it E sub(L) such that (r r Y) = (an 1 Y) 
and Ed E inst(Z). 
Proposition 5.23. A composition schema in L is a substitution schema in L. 
Proof. inst(X) # 0 implies inst(u, 2, 7) f 0; hence (a, .Z, y) is a substitution 
schema in L. Cl 
Proposition 5.24. A composition schema (a, 2, 7f) in L is admissible if 2 is 
admissible. 
Proof. Assume _Z is admissible. Let R be a finite set of Parikh restrictions in L, 
and let % = {v,, . . . , v,} = SV(ran(a)) - “Ir Choose a set Ou’ = {vi, . . . , VA} of 
distinct schema variables such that (1) %’ rl (“u U 7 U SV(R)) = 0 and (2) vl is 
the same kind of schema variable as vi for each i with 1 <i c n. Define R’ to be 
the result of replacing each occurrence of vi in R with vz! for 1 c i s n. Since 
‘Tf n (% U “u’) = 0, R is satisfiable by a member of inst(u, ,Z’, “Ir) iff R’ is. Since 
Du’ rl SV(ran( a)) = 0, R’ is satisfiable by a member of inst(u, Z’, %‘J iff R’(u 1 ‘V) 
is satisfiable by a member of inst(Z). But 2 is admissible; hence (a, -C, 2’-) is 
admissible. Cl 
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Algorithm QUASI-MONADIC; 
input: a quasi-monadic term u-expr E in L; 
output: a finite set of triples of the form (a, 2, SV(E)) where CT E sub(L) and .Z 
is a substitution schema in L produced by MONADIC; 
begin 
(a, E’) t REDUCE-TERMS(c, E); 
while (a, E’) # NIL and E’ is not monadic do 
begin 
if <& and -z, do not exist then return 0; 
F +a function variable which is maximal in <z, and is factorable in E' ; 
7’-t{G cFV(E’):F-;,G}; 
while (a, E’) # NIL and some G E ‘lf is factorable in E’ do 
begin 
(a, E’) + the result of an application of the fvf-transformation T$ to 
(a, E’) in which a member of 7” is factored; 
(a, E’) +REDUCE-TERMS(o, E’); 
end; 
end; 
if (a, E’) = NIL then return 0 
else return {(a, 2, SV(E)) : 2 E MONADIC(E’)}; 
end. 
Theorem 5.25. For any schematic language L, QUASI-MONADIC is an 
admissible unifier characterizer for the set of quasi-monadic term u-exprs in L. 
Proof. Let E be an arbitrary quasi-monadic term u-expr in L, and let 
Y= SV(E). We shall show first that all executions of QUASI-MONADIC 
terminate on E. Recall that a’(E’) and y(E’) denote the number of metavar- 
iables and 0-ary function variables and the number of nonunary functions 
constants, respectively, in E’. After each execution of the inner while-loop in 
QUASI-MONADIC, (a’(E)), y(E’)) d ecreases with respect to lexicographic 
order. This together with Lemmas 5.11 and 5.22 shows that all executions of 
QUASI-MONADIC terminate on E. 
Suppose now that QUASI-MONADIC terminates on E, yielding (a, E ‘) when 
the outer while-loop is exited. E’ is clearly a monadic term u-expr in L. By 
Theorem 5.15, MONADIC is an admissible unifier characterizer for the set of 
monadic u-exprs in L. This implies that (1) MONADIC(E’) and hence 
QUASI-MONADIC(E) are finite and (2) each Z E MONADIC(E’) is an 
admissible substitution schema in L. Let (a, Z: 7) E QUASI-MONADIC(E). 
(a, 2, “z”) is a composition schema in L, and so by Propositions 5.23 and 5.24, 
(a, .Z, v) is an admissible substitution schema in L. Hence, QUASI- 
MONADIC(E) is a finite set of admissible substitution schemata in L. 
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By a proof similar to the proof of Lemma 4.11, 
inst(.f, E) = inst,(a, E’). 
Let t E sub(L) be closed; then 
t unifies E iff r E inst(e, E) 
iff z E inst,(o, E’) 
iff for some closed n E sub(L), (r 1 ‘V) = (un 1 ‘V) and n unifies E’ 
iff for some closed JG E sub(L), (r 1 V) = (cm 1 ‘V) and 
x E inst(Z) for some X E MONADIC(E’) By Theorem 5.15 
iff t E inst(u, X, “Ir) for some .Z E MONADIC(E’). 
Therefore, QUASI-MONADIC is an admissible unifier characterizer for the set 
of quasi-monadic term u-exprs in L. 0 
The next theorem is a strengthening of Corollary 5.13 since every O-degree 
Parikh system is also quasi-monadic. 
Corollary 5.26. The k-provability problem is decidable for any quasi-monadic 
Parikh system. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.25. q 
Corollary 5.27. Let L be a schematic language such that FCL U PCL is finite, and 
let A be a finite set of quasi-monadic axiom schemata. Then the k-provability 
problem for T(L, A) is decidable. 
Proof. T(L, A) is quasi-monadic Pa&h system. 0 
Remark 5.28. Let L be a schematic language such that ICL U FCL U PCL is finite, 
and let P be any Parikh system over L which is complete with respect to 
first-order logic. Let P’ be the Par&h system complete with respect to first-order 
logic obtained by replacing the logical axiom schemata and rules of inference of P 
with the logical axiom schemata and rules of inference of K(L, 0) or T(L, 0) (see 
Section 3). Since P and P’ contain the same nonlogical axiom schemata and rules 
of inference and since P and P’ are both complete with respect to first-order 
logic, P and P’ are formulations of the same first-order theory. In Example 3.4 
we stated that axiom schemata and rules of inference for instantiation and 
equality substitution are nearly the only axiom schemata and rules of inference 
found in the literature which are both nonaustere and non-quasi-monadic. 
Corollaries 5.21 and 5.27 therefore say that, for nearly any Parikh system P over 
L found in the literature, the k-provability problem for P’ is decidable. 
Example 5.29. Let PA* be a Parikh system formulation of Peano arithmetic 
using predicate constants for plus and times. Parikh showed [18] that the 
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k-provability problem for PA* is decidable. This result is a consequence of 
Corollary 5.16. In Section 3 we defined three different Parikh system formulations 
of Peano arithmetic (which use binary function constants for plus and times), 
namely, PAn (which is opulent), PA, (austere), and PAT (quasi-monadic). (The 
latter two formulations of Peano arithmetic were possible because the induction 
schema is both austere and quasi-monadic.) By Corollary 5.21, the k-provability 
problem for PA, is decidable, and by Corollary 5.27, the k-provability problem 
for PAT is decidable. However, the k-provability problem for PAII is open. 
6. Opulent Parikh systems 
In the course of this paper we have developed a unification-theoretic method 
for investigating the k-provability problem for Parikh systems. Using this method 
we have proved that the k-provability problem is decidable for all nonopulent 
Parikh systems. We shall show in this section that our method is generally not 
applicable to opulent Parikh systems. We shall also construct an opulent Parikh 
system for which the k-provability problem is undecidable. Both of these results 
will utilize Goldfarb’s proof of the undecidability of the unification problem for 
second-order terms [lo]. 
KrajZek and Pudlak proved [14] that the proof skeleton problem is unde- 
cidable for Gentzen’s sequent calculus LK (formulated over a nonmonadic 
language). Their proof is based on a slightly modified version of Goldfarb’s proof, 
which they describe in [14]. (Orevkov states [16] and proves [17] a similar result.) 
The following theorem is established by an argument similar to the KrajiEek- 
Pudlak proof. 
Theorem 6.1. Let L be a nonmonadic schematic language. Then, for any set A of 
axiom schemata, the proof skeleton problem for H(L, A) is undecidable. 
Note that H(L, A) is opulent if L is nonmonadic. The first step in our method 
for investigating the k-provability problem is the reduction of the k-provability 
problem for a Parikh system P to the proof skeleton problem for P. Thus, in 
virtue of Theorem 6.1, the method is generally not applicable to opulent Parikh 
systems. Indeed, it is not known whether or not the k-provability problem is 
decidable for consistent, nonmonadic Parikh systems of the form H(L, A). 
Remark 6.2. The k-provability problem is currently better understood for 
formulations of LK than for Parikh systems of the form H(L, A). We have shown 
[7] that the k-provability problem is decidable for LK without cut plus a finite 
number of elementary axiom schemata. Buss [l] proves that the k-provability 
problem is undecidable for LK and LK, (i.e., LK augmented with equality 
axioms) whenever these systems are formulated over a language containing a 
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unary function constant, a binary function constant, and infinitely many binary 
predicate constants. It is reasonable to expect that a similar proof can be used to 
show that the k-provability problem is undecidable for H(L, 0) whenever L 
contains a unary function constant, a binary function constant, and infinitely 
many binary predicate constants, but this has not yet been shown. 
We,shall now construct an opulent Parikh system called G with an undecidable 
k-probability problem. 
Let L be a schematic language with LCL = {+}, ICL = {a, b}, FCL = 
{g (binary)} and PCL = { p ( unary), = (binary)}. For L-terms tl, . . . , t, (n 2 l), 
define the L-term [ti, . . . , t,] inductively by: 
(1) PI1 = t1, 
(2) [L * * . , t,] =g(tl, [tz, . . . , tn]) for n > 1. 
For each n E o and L-term t, define the L-term iit inductively by: 
(1) ot = t, 
(2) n + 1 t = [a, fit]. 
Let A G o be recursively enumerable but not recursive. Then, by the 
Davis-Matijasevic-Putnam-Robinson Theorem [2], there is a diophantine poly- 
nomial D,(x, y,, . . . , yn) such that, for all m E w, 
meA iff 3y,, . . . > Ya E w [D_4(m, Yl, . . . , Ya) = 01. 
Suppose S is a finite Set of equations of the form xi = nj, xi = y, xi + Xi = Xk, and 
xi - xi = xk, where the xi’s and y are natural number variables and the ni’S are 
natural numbers. For m E o, let S, be the result of replacing all occurrences of y 
in S with m. We can choose S so that the following holds for all m E o: 
S,hasasolutionovero iff3y, ,..., y,Eu[D,(m,y, ,..., ya)=O]. 
Letx1,..., xp, y be the natural number variables in S and let y be the number 
of equations Of the form Xi * Xj = Xk in S. Assume that these y equations are 
linearly ordered. Let F, 4, . . . , Fs and G,, . . . , GY be unary and ternary 
function variables, respectively. Define E to be the u-expr in L which contains the 
following L-term pairs: 
(1) for all i with 1~ i s /3, the pair (iE(a), &(ia)) ; 
(2) for all i and i such that Xi = nj is in S, the pair (&(a), Fiji); 
(3) for all i such that Xi = y is in S, the pair (e(u), F(U)) ; 
(4) for all i, j, k such that Xi + Xj = Xk is in S, the pair (4(4(u)), &(a)); and 
(5) for all i, j, k, n such that xi - xi = xk is the nth equation of this form in S, 
the two pairs: 
and 
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Formew, letE,,,= E{F--, fiw,}. It follows from Goldfarb’s proof in [lo] that, 
for all m E w, S,,, has a solution over o iff E,,, is unifiable, 
Lemma 6.3. {m E CO :E;;, is uniJable} is not recursive. 
Proof. 
meA iff3yi,.. . ,y~E~PA(m,ylt.. . ,Y~)=OI 
iff S, has a solution over w 
iff Em is unifiable. 
The lemma therefore follows from the fact that A is not recursive. 0 
Let G be the Parikh system over L defined as follows. We shall write formulas 
of the form 47 --f (3 * 0) as simply rp + r@+ 8. The axiom schemata of G are: 
(I) H=Hand 
(9) S1=tl-*S2=t2”-+.’ *+sn=tm+p(F(a)) 
where E is linearly ordered as (sr, t,), (s,:I,), . . . , (s,, t,). The single 
inference schema is 
(MP) P P+Q 
Q ’ 
For m E w, let cpm =p(da). 
Lemma 6.4. For all m E w, pqm iff E,,, is unifiable. 
Proof. t$‘-%p,,, iff there is an instance T&,, of a of the form 
r,=r*-,r2=r213’.‘~r,=r,--, m. q 
But such a r& exists iff E, is unifiable. q 
Theorem 6.5. The k-provability problem for G is andecidabIe. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4. Cl 
Except for the axiom schema $2, G is an extremely simple 3-degree, opulent 
Parikh system. Using the results found in [8], we can obtain from G a l-degree, 
opulent Parikh system G* for which the k-provability problem is still 
undecidable. 
7. contusion 
In this paper we investigated the k-provability problem for first-order axiomatic 
systems which have a finite number of axiom schemata (including individual 
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axioms) and a finite number of rules of inference. In order to make this informal 
notion precise, we introduced (in Section 2) the notion of a Parikh system. We 
noted (Remark 3.6) that almost all first-order axiomatic systems found in the 
literature can be formulated as Parikh systems. 
We defined (in Section 3) three families of Parikh systems which are 
parameterized over L and A, where L is a schematic language with a finite 
number of constants and A is a finite set of axiom schemata. The members of 
these three families are denoted by H(L, A), K(L, A) and T(L, A), respectively. 
In each family universal instantiation is formulated in a different way. It is 
formulated in the standard way ia the H(L, A) family using a single universal 
instantiation axiom schema (see Example 3.4), but in the other two families 
universal instantiation is formulated nonstandardly. 
We also defined (in Section 3) four classes of Parikh systems: 
(1) monadic Parikh systems which are over a monadic language; 
(2) austere Purikh systems whose axiom schemata and rules of inference are 
austere; 
(3) quasi-monadic Parikh systems whose axiom schemata and rules of in- 
ference are quasi-monadic; 
(4) opulent Purikh systems which are those Parikh systems that are neither 
monadic, austere nor quasi-monadic. 
Let T be a first-order theory over a language with only finitely many constants. 
If T can be formulated as a Parikh system, T can also be formulated as a monadic 
Parikh system (by using predicate constants in place of any nonunary function 
constants). If the nonlogical axioms of A can be formulated as a finite set of 
austere (quasi-monadic) axiom schemata, then T can be formulated as a Parikh 
system of the form K(L, A) (T(L, A)). S ince nearly every nonlogical informal 
axiom schema found in the literature can be directly formalized as a formal axiom 
schema which is both austere and quasi-monadic (see Example 3.4), this last 
observation says that most typical first-order axiomatic systems can be formulated 
as either austere or quasi-monadic Parikh systems if the underlying logic is 
handled in a special way. In particular, Peano arithmetic and Zermelo-Fraenkel 
set theory can be formulated as austere and quasi-monadic Parikh systems 
without changing the usual nonlogical axiom schemata of these systems. 
The major part of this paper was devoted to development of a method for 
investigating the k-provability problem for Parikh systems that utilizes techniques 
and concepts from unification theory. When applied to a Parikh system P, the 
method consists of two steps: 
(A) reduce the k-provability problem for P to the restricted unification 
problem for UE,(P); 
(B) Construct an admissible unifier characterizer for UE,(P). 
It follows from our results that the k-provability problem for P is decidable 
whenever both steps can be successfully performed. Step (A) can be carried out 
uniformly for all Parikh systems by virtue of the k-Provability Reduction 
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Theorem (Theorem 4.14), but we showed how to do step (B) only when P is 
nonopulent. In fact, the restricted unification problem is not generally decidable 
for opulent Parikh systems. This is a consequence of the undecidability of the 
second-order unification problem (see the discussion at the beginning of 
Section 5). 
Hence, we proved in this paper that the k-provability problem is decidable for 
all nonopulent Parikh systems. Furthermore, we constructed an example of an 
opulent Parikh system called G which possesses an undecidable k-provability 
problem. G is a simple, rather contrived system. It is an open question whether 
or not the k-provability problem is decidable for typical opulent Parikh systems 
(such as those of the form H(L, A)). However, the recent results of Buss [l] 
suggest hat the k-provability problem is likely to be undecidable for some Parikh 
systems of the form H(L, A). 
Throughout this paper we have used the length of a proof as a measure of its 
complexity. Of course, there are many other natural ways of measuring the 
complexity of a proof. Let us consider now what happens to our method for 
investigating the k-provability problem when the complexity of a proof is 
measured differently. 
Fix a Parikh system P over L. Define a proof measure for P to be any function 
M from the proofs in P to positive integers such that, for all proofs 17, 17’ in P, 
M(l7) c M(W) whenever 17 is a subproof of II’. The following equations define 
proof measures for P: 
(1) M,(n) = #sym(fl) (see Section 2); 
(2) M,(n) = #lc(17) (see Section 2); 
(3) K(n) = WI ( i.e., the number of lines in n); and 
(4) M,(n) = the number of occurrences in skel(l7) of some axiom schema &2 
of P. 
Given a proof measure M for P, define the k-provability problem for P with 
respect to M to be the problem of determining, given k 2 1 and a regular 
L-formula q, whether or not there is a proof 17of Q, in P with M(D) s k. 
Let M be any proof measure for P. For k 3 1, define proofsk(P) to be 
{n: n is a proof in P with M(I7) s k}, 
and skelk(P) to be 
{skel(II) : 17 is a proof in P with M(17) s k}. 
M satisfies exactly one of the following three properties: 
(A) for all k 3 1, proofsk(P) is finite; 
(B) for some k 2 1, proofsk(P) is infinite, and for all k 3 1, skelk(P) is finite; 
(C) for some k 2 1, skel,JP) is infinite. 
When P is a typical Parikh system, MI satisfies property (A), M2 and M3 satisfy 
property (B), and M4 satisfies property (C). 
The k-provability problem for P with respect to M is trivially decidable 
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whenever M satisfies property (A). Hence the k-provability problem with respect 
to a proof measure satisfying property (A) is not very interesting. Our method for 
investigating the k-provability problem (with respect to M3) is generally useful for 
investigating the k-provability problem with respect to a proof measure satisfying 
property (B). The method is not very useful for investigating the k-provability 
problem with respect to a proof measure satisfying property (C). (Richardson [19] 
investigates the k-provability problem for Beth-style semantic tableau systems 
with respect to a proof measure satisfying (C).) 
Let P be a Parikh system and UC,(P) be an admissible unifier characterizer for 
UE,(P). Then, using the results of Section 4, it is possible to construct an 
admissible unifier characterizer UG(P) for UE,(P). By Theorem 4.5, UCdP) can 
be used to construct a decision procedure for k-provability in P. Also, by virtue 
of Lemma 4.2, UC,(P) can be very useful for solving many other proof- 
complexity problems concerning P. This is because Uq(P) provides the means to 
characterize the set of proofs in P having a given proof skeleton. 
We shall complete this section by giving two examples of proof-complexity 
results that can be obtained by the use of an admissible unifier characterizer. 
Theorem 4.15 and two speed-up theorems given in the Appendix are other 
examples of proof-complexity problems solved with the help of a unification 
algorithm (namely, UNIFY-FORMULA-STRUCTURE). 
Example 7.1. Consider the following problem which is related to Theorem 4.15. 
Problem. Let P be a Parikh system over L. Find a recursive function 
g,: o X to--* w such that, for all k 2 1 and all regular L-formulas ~1, if &,, then 
there is a proof II of q in P with IL771 G k and 
#sym(fl) s g&, #sym(q)). 
This problem is open for Parikh systems which are opulent. When P is 
nonopulent, it follows from our results that there is an admissible unifier 
characterizer UCr(P) for UE,(P). The existence of g,, is guaranteed by the 
existence of UCr(P), and the exact nature of gp is determined by the complexity 
of the substitution schemata generated by UC,(P). For an alternate approach to 
solving this problem, see [13]. 
Example 7.2. Let P be a Parikh system over L where L contains an individual 
constant 0 and a unary function constant S. For each n 2 0, define ii to be the 
L-term S(* * . S(0) * * m), where S is applied n times. P has the Kreisef length-of - 
proof property if, for all regular L-formulas q_$r), 
(3k 2 l)(Vn 3 0)&z@) j t$‘x q(x). 
The Kretiel length-of-proof problem for P is to determine whether or not P has 
the Kreisel length-of-proof property. Consider the Parikh systems PA*, PA,,, 
PA, and PAT discussed in Example 5.29 which are formulations of (first-order) 
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Peano arithmetic. Par&h [18] showed that PA* has the Kreisel length-of-proof 
property. In [9] we show that PA, and PAr have the Kreisel length-of-proof 
property using an admissible unifier characterizer for UEXPA,) and UEf(PAr), 
respectively. There is currently no published solution of the Kreisel length-of- 
proof problem for PAH. For surveys on the Kreisel length-of-proof problem, see 
[9 and 121. 
Appendix. Two speed-up theorems 
In this appendix we prove two speed-up theorems using the results of Section 4. 
Fix a schematic language L with LCL = (1, +, V} and = E PCL. Recall that UI is 
the schema of universal instantiation defined in Example 3.4. 
Lemma A.l. Let P be a Parikh system over L. Assume that (1) P is consistent, (2) 
P b either austere or quasi-monadic and (3) FCL # 0. Then there b no k 5 1 such 
that &I for all instances q of UI. 
Proof. Let ~1+ I+!J 4 8 abbreviate 9, + (IC, * 0). Assume there is a k 5 1 such 
that $.q for all instances rp of UI. Let f E FCL. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that f is unary. For n 2 1 and an L-term t, definef”t to be the L-term 
f (e - -f(t) . . -), where f is applied n times. For i > 1, define pi to be 
Vx(x=x-+** .+r =,)-+(fix =f’x+. . .-fix =f’x), 
where x =x and fix = fix both occur i times. Let r = {pi :i > l}. Clearly, each 
member of F is an instance of UI. Since r is infinite and since there are only 
finitely many proof skeletons in P with length Sk (by Lemma 4.4), there is an 
infinite subset r’ of r whose members are all k-provable in P with proofs that 
have the same skeleton .Y. 
Let EY and RY be the u-expr and the finite set of Parikh restrictions that 
correspond to Y in Lemma 4.2. Consider EY,X for x = Vx PI + P2, where PI and 
P2 are 0-ary predicate variables not occurring in EY or RY (for the definition of 
E 9,x, see Section 4). Let 
(a, E’) = UNIFY-FORMULA-STRUCTURE( E, E,,,). 
By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.11, E’ is either austere or quasi-monadic since x is austere 
and quasi-monadic and P is either austere or quasi-monadic. Also, for all Q, E r’, 
there is some n E sub(L) unifying E’ and satisfying R,a such that cp = xun. Since 
r’ is an infinite subset of r, ~a must thus have the form 
Vxly~~~~...-,~,~Q<r,,...,r,>, 
where Q is a predicate variable and m, n 2 0. Since E’ is either austere or 
quasi-monadic, no argument of a predicate variable in E’ contains function 
variables. 
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By Lemma 4.11, F = form(E) is prime. Define -F to be the smallest 
equivalence relation on PV such that 
(Q&I, . . . 9 si), Q&I, . . . , $>> E F + QI-~02. 
For P E PV, let [PIF be the equivalence class of P with respect to -p Choose 
i 3 m + 2.~0 that vi E r’. For some n E sub(L), JG unifies E’, n satisfies R9u, and 
qi = XojC. Then Q(ri, . . . , r,)n is 
f’x =f’x-, . . .+& +, 
where f’x = fix occurs i - m 5 2 times. Hence no member of [Q], occurs in 
31, * * * , t+!~~. Since no argument of a predicate variable in E’ contains function 
variables, we can guarantee that no member of [Q], occurs in 1~ by choosing i to 
be sufficiently large. 
Let 8 be 
f’;c++. . .+x =f’x+f’x #fix, 
where fix =f’x occurs i - m - 1 times. From JT we can derive Ed’ E sub(L) such 
that: 
(1) Q(rl, . . . , r,&’ = 8; 
(2) uj~’ = un for all u E SV - [QIF; 
(3) X’ unifies E’; 
(4) it’ satisfies Rye. 
Since no member of [Q], occurs in $J, vi, . . . , I),,,, pm is 
Vx(x=x+** .~x=X)~(fiX=f’X-_,...~f’X=f’X~f’X#f’X), 
where x = x occurs i times and f’x =f’x occurs i - 1 times. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, 
there is a proof of xun’ in P (with skeleton 9’). But XUX’ is a contradiction; thus 
P is inconsistent, contrary to our hypothesis. Cl 
Let PI and P2 be Parikh systems over the same schematic language L. PI is a 
unbounded speed-up of Pz if there exists k 3 1 such that, for all m 2 0, there is a 
regular L-formula Q, such that l-&p but not t&%p. 
Theorem A.2 (Also Theorem 3.7). Let L be a schematic language such that 
I& U FCL U PCL h finite, and let A be a finite set of austere axiom schemata. 
Assume K(L, A) is consistent and FCL#O. Then H(1, A) is an unbounded 
speed-up of K(L, A). 
Proof. Obviously, hq for all instances Q, of UI since UI is an axiom schema 
of H(L, A). Our assumptions on L and A imply that K(L, A) is an austere Parikh 
system. The theorem then follows immediately from Lemma A.l. 0 
Theorem A.3 (Also Theorem 3.8). Let L be a schematic language such that 
FCL U PC= is Fnite, and let A be a finite set of quasi-monadic axiom schemata. 
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Assume T(L, A) is consistent and FCL 20. Then H(L, A) is an unbounded 
speed-up of T(L, A). 
Proof. Obviously, t&+q for all instances Q, of UI since UI is an axiom schema 
of N(L, A). Our assumptions on L and A imply that T(L, A) is a quasi-monadic 
Parikh system. The theorem then follows immediately from Lemma A.l. Cl 
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